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What To Say – And What Not To 
Say 

 
The words you choose and how you say them can either enhance the 

customer relationship or harm it.  In this course you will learn: 
 

• Phrases to eliminate from your customer service 

conversations. 

• Soothing phrases that ease a customer’s concerns. 

• Forbidden phrases that escalate customer service 

breakdowns. 

• How your attitude and words can calm an upset customer. 
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The Featured Experts 
  

Marilyn Suttle and Lori Jo Vest are co-authors of Who’s Your Gladys? How to Turn Even 

the Most Difficult Customer Into Your Biggest Fan.  This bestselling book is a result of 

decades of training experience and extensive interviews with CEO’s, managers, and front 

line staff of customer-focused businesses. 
 

 

Marilyn Suttle is a speaker, trainer, and coach for 

organizations wanting to attract and retain happy customers.  

She specializes in turning customers into raving fans 

by creating "Suttle Shifts” in the way people think and 

act using entertaining, experiential activities.  She is a former 

Chapter President of the National Speakers Association, and 

has been featured in the LA Times, Chicago Tribune, Ladies 

Home Journal, and Woman’s World to mention a few. 

 
 

 

 

Lori Jo Vest is a customer service and sales consultant 

 who teaches organizations how to turn customers into close 

collaborators, building long-term relationships that last.  Her 

real-world advice helps turn prospects into lifetime customers 

and raving fans.  Lori has been featured in numerous trade 

and professional association journals, national publications, 

and websites such as Kiplingers.com and MasterCard Small 

Business. 
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Course Components 

 

 

This course consists of seven interactive components: 

1. Pre-discussion questions 

2. Note-taking guide (Use with video) 

3. Video presentation 

4. Post-discussion questions 

5. Group exercise 

6. Quiz 

7. Personal action plan 
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You Will Need 
 

 As the facilitator, you will need to print a copy of this Facilitator’s Guide to use 

during the course. 

 A copy of the Participant Guide for each participant.   

 A pen or pencil for each participant. 

 A room with audio-visual equipment. 

 The course video.  

 Time before class to setup and test the video presentation for clear viewing and 

adequate volume. 

 

 

Course Length 
 

The recommended course length is one hour.  The course video is 17 minutes 

long.  The time listed for each section is simply a suggestion; you may spend more or 

less time depending on the size of your group and length of discussion.  We suggest you 

check with your organization before facilitating this course to identify the most 

important sections and which, should time time run short, you may skip. 

 

 

Copyright 
 

© 2018 Business Training Experts.  This program is protected under US Copyright Act 

of 1976 and all other applicable international, federal, state, and local laws. All rights are 

reserved.  This program is a proprietary product licensed for limited, internal use to the 

original licensee.  It may only be exhibited at the licensed location on the premise 

owned, controlled, or occupied by the original licensee.  It may NOT be transferred 

between multiple licensee locations.  It may NOT be copied, edited, altered, duplicated, 

broadcast, reproduced, stored, or retransmitted, nor may it be rented, loaned, exchanged 

or sold for any purpose whatsoever, whether or not for value, without the express written 

consent of Business Training Experts. 

 

This program is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to 

the subject matter covered.  It is sold with the understanding that neither the author nor 

publisher is providing or rendering legal, accounting, or other professional service.  If 

legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent 

professional should be sought. 
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Icons in this Facilitator’s Guide 
 

Icon Meaning 

 

• Total number of pages in a section of the course 

• Page numbers in the Facilitator’s and Participant Guides 

 

• Information, instructions, and tips for the facilitator 

 

• Facilitator should announce the information provided 

 

• Class discussion or question-and-answer session. (one 

person speaks at a time, while others listen) 

 

• Small groups interactive exercise (several discussions take 

place at the same time) 

 

• Personal action plans for applying new knowledge and 

skills in the workplace 
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Your Role as Facilitator 
  

As the facilitator your job is to encourage discussion among all of the class participants.  

The idea is to encourage everyone to freely express ideas and opinions.  Participants 

will learn from their classmates as well as from the course material. 

  

It is your responsibility to keep the discussion on track and to watch the clock so the 

class finishes on time.  
 

 

Facilitating Group Discussion 
 

Throughout this course you will call on participants and ask them to share their answers.  

Some participants may need extra time to think.  Others may require encouragement to 

participate.  If the participant you are calling on does not have an answer, open up the 

question to the group.  You don’t want to make anyone feel uncomfortable. 

 

After the first student has shared their answer, ask if anyone else has a different answer 

or something more to add.  Encourage everyone to participate. 

 

Sample responses are provided in the facilitator’s guide to help get discussions started.  

If the class is stuck on a question, provide an answer to help get the discussion started.  

The participant guides do not have sample answers. 

 

When leading group participation, start calling on the person to your left.  Always go in 

the same direction so students can anticipate their turn.  After you finish a section, note 

who will be next when you begin another activity. 
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Getting Started  
 

 

This section contains: 

• 1 page in this facilitator’s guide. (page 7) 

 

 

 

Remind participants: 

• The Participant Guides are theirs.  No one else will see them. 

• Use the guides for writing answers and taking notes. 

• Don’t worry about grammar or punctuation. 

• If they don’t know the answer, leave it blank. 

• If someone makes a good point, write it down in your notes. 

• The guide should be saved as a reference for later use. 

  

 

Distribute Participant Guides to each participant. 

 

 

(The course begins on the next page.) 
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Pre-Discussion Questions  
(5 minutes) 

 

Objective:  Pre-discussion questions help prepare the participants for learning  

and get them to focus on the course topic. 
 

 

This section contains: 

• 3 pages in this facilitator’s guide. (pages 8-10) 

• 1 page in the participant guide. (page 4) 

 

 

 

Before beginning: 

• Ask everyone to turn off and put away electronic devices. 

• Announce the title of the course. 

• Remind participants to write their answers in the space provided. 

• Provide pens or pencils to those who need them. 

  

 

 

Before viewing the video presentation, there is a brief discussion. 

Begin the course by asking participants to answer the four pre-

discussion questions.   

 

Start by having the person to your left read and answer question 

#1.  Always go in the same direction so participants can anticipate 

their turn. 

 

After an answer is given, ask if others have additional ideas to 

share.  Continue this way through all four questions.   

 

There are no “right” or “wrong" answers for this section of the 

course.  Refer to the sample answers to help get the discussion 

started.  Your group may have different answers.  

 

 
(The pre-discussion questions begin on the next page.) 
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1. When a customer continues to ask the same question multiple 

times, what should you do? 

• Act as if it’s the first time you ever heard that question. 

• Try to have fun with it. 

• Consider it might be what they need to do to feel comfortable 

working with you. 

 

 

2. When you’re blamed for a problem that’s not your fault, how 

should you handle it? 

• Realize the customer is upset about the situation and you’re 

simply a target for their frustration. It isn’t personal. 

• Ask the customer, “What can I do to set this right for you?”  

• Listen. Most customers simply want to be heard.  

• Focus on the solution rather than the problem.  

 

 

3. What types of phrases backfire when you use them with 

customers? 

• I can’t do that.   

• You’re wrong.   

• Go sit down.   

• Call back later.   

• I am too busy.   

• That’s not my job.   

• You have to wait.   

• I don’t know.   

• It’s not my fault.   

• Don’t do that.  

• Don’t go there.  

• Don’t sit there.   

• Don’t touch that.   

• You’re being unreasonable.  

• You already told me that. 

 

 

(The pre-discussion questions continue on the next page.) 
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4. What phrases could you use to soothe your customers? 

• How can I make this better for you? 

• I’m sorry.  

• Thank you for telling me. 

• I appreciate your feedback. 

• Thank you for your business. We appreciate it. 

• I’m going to make this right. 

• I will do whatever I can to help you.  
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Video Presentation and Note-Taking Guide  
(20 minutes) 

        

Objective:  The note taking guide improves retention of essential ideas by having 

participants write-down keywords.  Watching the video and recording keywords 

engages participants and allows them to take an active role in the video presentation. 

 

 

This section contains: 

• 4 pages in this facilitator’s guide. (pages 11-14) 

• 4 pages in the participant guide. (pages 5-8) 

 

 

 

Before starting the video, ask participants to: 

• Turn to the note-taking section in their guidebooks. 

• Fill in the keywords as they watch the video. 

• Be ready to share their answers. 

 

 

 

Play the video ensuring the volume is loud enough for everyone to 

hear. 

 

After the video is finished, call on the participant whose turn is next.   

Have them read the full sentence, not just the answer.  Reading both 

will help reinforce key concepts. 

 

A completed note-taking guide is included below.  The keyword 

answers are underlined for you - participants must fill in the blanks. 

 

In the note-taking guide, you will see a text box like this one 

that contain one or more notable excerpts from the video. 
 

  

 (The note-taking guide begins on the next page.) 
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TONE & BODY LANGUAGE 
 

What to say – and what not to say – to customers. 

 

Sometimes it’s what you don’t say that improves the 

relationship and makes customer service go so well.   

 

But it’s not my fault! 

 

Focus on the solution. 

 

Your attitude always shows in your tone & body language.  

 

Be attentive when emotions run high. 

 
“BUT” & “YOU” 
 

What not to say: 

 

Don’t “but” your customers. 

 

"But" negates what was said before that.  Use “and” instead.   

"I really wish I could do that and here's what “I can 

 do …." 

 

The word “you” can put your customer on the defensive. 

 

"Oh, I'm sorry.  I didn't know that."     

 

Respond to repetitive questions like it’s the first time  

you’ve been asked. 

 
(The note-taking guide is continued on the next page.) 
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“I DON’T KNOW” 
 

When you don’t know the answer, tell them you’ll find out.  

 

"I don't know, but I'll find out."    

"I'm not sure, but I'll find out and get right back to you." 

"You know what?  This is something I need to find  

  out.  Let me find out and get back with you." 

 

People love the sound of their own name - as long as you get 

it right! 

 

What to say when you can’t give them what they want … “Here’s 

what I can do!” 

 

"Oh, I wish I could do that for you, here's what I can   

  do…."  

 
MAKE A REQUEST 
 

Make a request, not a demand.  

 

Give them a choice.  Frame it as a question: "Would you  

like to _____ or ______?" 

 
 

(The note-taking guide is continued on the next page.) 
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Managing mistakes:  “What can I do to make this right?”    

 

The three second rule of acknowledgment. 

 

Seven soothing phrases: 

1. “What can I do to set things right?” 

2. “Here’s what I can do.”  

3. “Are you able to wait?”   

4. “Let me get someone who can help and then I’ll fill them in 

on what’s been said so far.”   

5. “I’m so glad you told me that.” 

6. “I’d be happy to!”  

7. “I am so sorry.  Let me see what I could do to help.” 

8. “Are you able to hold for a moment?” 

 

Things you just don’t say to a customer: 

1. “I can’t do that.” 

2. “You’re wrong.” 

3. “Go sit down.” 

4. “Call back later.” 

5. “I’m too busy.” 

6. “That’s not my job.” 

7. “You have to wait.” 

8. “I don’t know.” 

9. “It’s not my fault.”  

10. “Don’t do that.” 

11. “Don’t go there.” 

12. “Don’t sit there.” 

13. “Don’t touch that.” 

14. “You’re being unreasonable.” 

15. “You already told me that.” 

16. “What?”  
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Post-Discussion Questions  
(5 minutes) 

 

Objective:  Post-discussion questions help participants transfer new knowledge and skills 

to the workplace, applying what they learned to their specific jobs.  Having a discussion 

will allow participants to learn from their classmates’ experiences as well as from the 

course material. 

 

 

This section contains: 

• 3 pages in this facilitator’s guide. (pages 15-17) 

• 1 page in the participant guide. (page 9) 

 

 

 

 

Remind participants to write down answers in the space provided. 

  

 

 

Continue calling on the participants where you left off.  Have 

them read the questions and their answers.  

 

After the initial participant answers, ask the class if anyone has 

anything to add.  Often a discussion will take place with multiple 

people offering their ideas and experiences. 

 

Allow discussion about each question.  Participants will learn 

from their classmates as well as from the course material 

 

There are no “right” or “wrong” answers for this section of the 

course.  Sample answers are provided to help you get the 

discussion going.  Your group may have different answers.   

 

 

(The post-discussion questions begin on the next page.) 
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1. Soothing Phrases, which ones would work best for your 

customer service situations? 

• What can I do to set things right? 

• Here’s what I can do.  

• Are you able to wait?   

• Let me get someone who can help and then I’ll fill them in on 

what’s been said so far.   

• I’d be happy to!  

• I am so sorry. Let me see what I could do to help. 

• Are you able to hold for a moment? 

 

 

2. What could you do if you notice yourself slipping into know-it-

all mode? 

• Remind yourself that being right isn’t the goal. 

• Focus on the solution. 

• Remind yourself that it’s not about who’s right and who’s 

wrong, but rather how you can be helpful in the situation. 

 

 

3. What are some ineffective phrases you’ve used before that you 

will not use again with your customers?  How could you have 

rephrases those? 

• Ineffective:  “Please hold!”              

Effective:  “Are you able to hold?” 

• Ineffective:  “Go sit down!”   

Effective:  “Can you please sit down in the lobby or waiting 

room?” 

• Ineffective:  “You didn’t tell me…”  

Effective:  “I didn’t know.” 

• Ineffective:  “I can’t do that,”  

Effective: “I wish I could. Here’s what I can do.…”  

 

 

(The post-discussion questions continue on the next page.) 
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4. What are some effective ways you’ll use to pronounce the 

customer’s name correctly, address them according to their 

preference, and remember their names for next time? 

• Ask the customer what they’d like to be called. 

• If it’s difficult to pronounce their name, ask them to verify 

the pronunciation, then note it phonetically for future 

reference. 

• Make it a priority to see the customer as a very important 

person worth remembering. 

• Use their name when you’re talking with them. 
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Group Exercise 

(10 minutes) 
 

Objective:  The group exercise provides a safe environment for participants to  

practice new skills, and gives them an opportunity to work together on applying  

new concepts to the workplace. 

 

 

This section contains: 

• 3 pages in this facilitator’s guide. (pages 18-20) 

• 2 pages in the participant guide. (pages 10-11) 

 

 

 

The class will break into small groups.  Each group should work 

independently. 

 

The directions for this exercise do not have to be read out loud to 

the entire class.  Each small group can proceed at their own pace. 

 

You may adjust the number of people per group, depending on 

your class size. 

 

Keep track of the time.  Remind the participants when they are 

half way through the time allowed. 

 

 
(The group exercise begins on the next page.) 
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1. Break into small groups of two. 

 

2. For each scenario below, write an unhelpful “know-it-all” or 

“prove-the-customer-wrong” type response that can damage the 

customer experience. 

 

3. Now for each scenario below, write a helpful response. 

 

Scenario #1:  A customer emails you a request for your contact 

information.  You send back your contact information which 

includes your name, title, company name, address and phone 

number.  The customer emails you back saying, “Thank you. 

Will you please send me your phone number so I can phone 

you?” 
 

Unhelpful response:  “I already sent you my phone number. It’s 

on the last line of my previous email.” 
 

Helpful response: “Sure! Here’s the number: xxx-xxx-xxxx. 

Look forward to connecting!” 

 
Scenario #2:  A customer complains about the turn-around time 

of a project. 
 

Unhelpful response:  “It would have been done sooner if you 

would have sent us the information we requested right away.” 
 

Helpful response:  “I’m so sorry that it’s taking so long. Let me 

find out the status for you.” 

 

 

(The group exercise continues on the next page.) 
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Scenario #3:  A customer asks you a question that you had 

previously answered in detail. 
 

Unhelpful response:  “Don’t you remember? I already told 

you….” 
 

Helpful response:  Simply answer the question as if it’s the first 

time she asked it. 

 
Scenario #4:  A customer apologizes for forgetting an 

appointment  
 

Unhelpful response:  “I sent you a reminder, didn’t I?” 
 

Helpful response:  “I’m so sorry you missed your appointment.  

Let’s schedule another.” 

 

4. Take turns saying each response out loud to your partner.  

Remember to use body language and to adjust your tone. 

 

5. Return to the larger group to discuss the following: 

• What type of impact will the unhelpful responses have on 

your customer relationships? 

• What type of impact will the unhelpful responses have on any 

of your relationships? 

• Did it feel natural to adjust your tone and body language to 

each type of response? 

• What did you notice about tone of voice or body language 

when doing this exercise? 

• What are some ways of recognizing and overcoming that 

“need to be right”? 
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Quiz 
(10 minutes) 

 

Objective:  With the quiz, participants can check their comprehension of the  

course material. 

 

 

This section contains: 

• 3 pages in this facilitator’s guide. (pages 21-23) 

• 2 pages in the participant guide. (pages 12-13) 

 

 

 

Before the participants start the quiz, remind them that they:  

• Will be called on to share their answers.  

• Will have four minutes to complete the quiz. 

• May skip a question when they don’t know the answer. 

  

 

 

Give the participants four minutes to complete the quiz.  Watch 

the class to see when everyone is finished.  Or, after four minutes, 

start calling on the participants where you left off in the previous 

section.  Ask each student to read the question and the correct 

answer. 

 

If you are running short on time, you may simply read the 

question yourself and ask participants for the correct answer. 

 

The correct answers have an asterisk (*) after them. 

 
 

(The quiz begins on the next page.) 
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1. When you disagree with customers ___________. 

a. focus on the solution * 

b. make sure customers understand why they’re wrong 

c. you need to assume that you are the one who is wrong  

d. none of the above 

 

2. What you say is more important than your tone of voice or body 

language. 

a. True  

b. False * 

 

3. Starting a sentence with ___________ puts the customer on the 

defensive 

a. I 

b. you * 

c. she/he 

d. none of  the above 

 

4. Using the word “but” ___________. 

a. helps to get the customer’s attention 

b. puts the customer at ease  

c. negates whatever came before it * 

d. none of the above 

 

5. When you don’t know the answer to your customer’s  

question ___________. 

a. assure the customer that you will find out * 

b. make an educated guess 

c. direct the customer to ask someone else 

d. all of the above 

 

 
(The quiz is continued on the next page.) 
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6. When using a customer’s name___________. 

a. clarify how the customer would prefer to be addressed 

b. learn to pronounce the name correctly 

c. write it down phonetically so the next service provider gets it 

right 

d. all of the above * 

 

7. When you can’t give customers what they want: 

a. be brief and simply say, “No, we cannot do that.” 

b. let them down gently by saying, “Maybe we can figure   

something out.” 

c. tell the customer what you can do. * 

d. all of the above  

 

8. When you ask, “What can I do to set things right?” 

a. the customer will be likely to ask for too much. 

b. the customer tends to ask for much less than you’d expect. * 

c. you open the door for a bigger problem.  

d.  all of the above 

 

9. The three second rule means ___________. 

a. apologize within three seconds after a customer complains 

b. wait no more than three seconds before responding to a    

question  

c. look up, smile and greet a customer within 3 seconds of  

their arrival * 

d. none of the above 

 

10. Soothing phrases ___________. 

a. comfort, assure, and help customers feel cared for *  

b. come across as insincere 

c. are designed to manipulate a customer into complying with     

your will 

d. none of the above 
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Personal Action Plan  
(10 minutes) 

 

Objective:  The personal action plan allows participants to share their most important 

concepts from this course and is an effective way of reviewing learning objectives.  

With their written action plan in place, participants are better prepared to apply their 

new skills to the specific challenges, objectives, and opportunities they are facing.  

 

 

This section contains: 

• 2 pages in this facilitator’s guide. (pages 24-25) 

• 1 page in the participant guide. (page 14) 

 

 

 

Before the participants start, remind them that they:  

• Should complete the personal action plans individually. 

• Will share their answer to the first question, before completing 

the other questions. 

• May refer to their notes and materials from this course to answer 

the questions. 

• Will follow-up by sharing their personal action plans with 

someone like their manager, a colleague, a training partner, or 

they may be chosen in the next class to share the results of their 

action steps.  (This optional follow-up process should be pre-

determined by your organization.) 

  

 

 

Give the participants a few minutes to answer the first 

question.  Then, go around the room and have each participant 

share their answer, allowing time for them to explain or 

elaborate.     

After everyone has had the opportunity to share, focus each 

participant’s attention back to completing the remainder of their 

personal action plan. 

 

 

(The personal action plan begins on the next page.) 
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Participants should individually write their answers in the space 

provided. 

  

1. What is the most important idea that you learned from this 

course? 

 

2. Are there any phrases you currently use that you shouldn’t be 

saying to customers?  What are they? 

 

3. What alternative phrases could you use? 

 

4. Make a list of specific things you plan to start saying, and a list 

of things you will refrain from saying, to create a better rapport 

with your customers. 
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Additional Notes 
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About Business Training Experts 

 
We believe learning is not a one-time event, it happens over time. 

 

Business Training Experts publishes corporate training programs that deliver lasting 

behavior change and business results. Our turnkey training programs are customizable 

to any organization’s needs. 

 

We’ll transform your people with our proprietary burst learning model that takes a 

systematic approach to learning. Instead of relying on a one-time training event, our 

short courses can be spaced out over time. Students learn practical skills, then apply 

them on the job to real workplace challenges - before they learn the next set of skills.  

Students learn and internalize through discussion, practice and application. Our follow-

up tools hold students accountable for applying new skills in the workplace. 

 

Over 1000 companies and tens of thousands of students have delivered lasting results 

through our training curricula. Topics include: 

 

• Leadership Development for Supervisors and Managers 

• Customer Service 

• Time Management 

• Sexual Harassment Prevention 

• Diversity Awareness 

 

Learn more by visiting: 

www.BusinessTrainingExperts.com 
 
 

http://www.businesstrainingexperts.com/

